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few weeks ago the BBC reported the findings of
a poll it had conducted asking 1,125 amateur
sportspeople about doping: eight per cent said
they had taken steroids, and 35 per cent said they
personally knew someone who had doped —
worrying, perhaps, but not especially shocking,
given that nearly half of those questioned said they
participated in gym/weightlifting. It’s hardly news that steroid use is
rife in certain sections of British gym-going. Are the BBC’s findings a fair
reflection on UK amateur cycling? To find out, CW conducted our own
online poll, and here are the results…

1 Who took part?
1,400 people took part in our survey,
of whom 42 per cent described
themselves as competitive amateur
cyclists; 39 per cent were keen
amateur/sportive riders; 13 per cent
were recreational cyclists; and three
per cent were pro/
elites — the rest
were either
occasional
or retired
riders.
Here, we
will focus
mainly on
the racers,
since it is only
in racing that

CW

doping survey:
the results

Are you racing
against dopers?
Analysing the results of CW’s online poll, David Bradford grapples with
the implication that one in 20 British amateur riders is a doper
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anti-doping rules apply — the
non-competitive rider who dopes
is cheating only himself. That
said, the survey showed nonracing dopers do exist — more
on them later.
39% Keen amateur/sportive rider
42% Competitive amateur
13% Regular recreational rider
1% Occasional cyclist
2% Retired/former rider
3% Pro/elite

2 How many admitted to doping?
Among the racers, almost five
per cent — 31 riders — said
they had doped. Working purely
on statistical probability, if we
assume that the average field size
in a UK amateur race is 30 riders,
the average race will contain
one or two dopers. Even if we
halve those odds, three-quarters
of races will contain one doper.
This may be merely theoretical
extrapolation, but it paints a
troubling picture nonetheless.
We asked UKAD’s director of
operations Pat Myhill for his
reaction to our survey’s prevalence
figures: “There have been lots of
studies and speculation on this

5% Yes

matter, but actual prevalence
is difficult to establish. Does
your survey surprise me? Not
particularly, no.”
Remember, CW’s survey was
entirely voluntary; it may be
that dopers prefer not to confess,
even anonymously, out of guilt or
denial. This is the view of Dr Maria
Kavussanu from Birmingham
University, an expert on morality
in sport: “I am 99.9 per cent that
the actual figure is higher than five
per cent because people tend to
avoid answering truthfully when
it comes to drug-taking. It’s like
asking a liar if they lied — they are
likely to lie again.”

Prednisolone: the controversial
anti-inflammatory
Prednisolone is a corticosteroid used to treat
inflammatory conditions such as asthma. The
substance hit the headlines last year after leaked
records confirmed that Chris Froome had twice been
granted a TUE for prednisolone, latterly during the
2014 Tour de Romandie, which he went on to win.
French newspaper Journal du Dimanche had criticised
the granting of this TUE, and WADA subsequently
acknowledged “shortcomings” in the TUE process.
Prednisolone was back in the news this March after
53-year-old amateur Michael Ellerton was banned
for two years for testing positive for the drug in an incompetition test at the Port Talbot Wheelers Cycling
Club’s annual 25-mile time trial on September 11,
2016. UKAD refused Ellerton’s application for a
retroactive TUE but accepted his explanation: that
he had consumed a friend’s medication prior to the
race to treat mouth ulcers and had not intentionally
broken the rules.
Questions are raised by the apparent discrepancy
between the authorities’ reactions to these two cases:
the big-name race-winning pro gets away with taking
prednisolone pills to treat a chest infection despite
WADA-acknowledged concerns over the handling of his
TUE, whereas the veteran amateur is banned for having
taken the same substance (perhaps unwittingly). Does
zero-tolerance really apply to all?
“The World Anti-Doping Code applies equally
whether you are the best rider in the world or an
amateur who rides for a £10 prize in a local time trial,”
insists UKAD’s Pat Myhill. “If you take prohibited
substances, your ban will be the same.”
One anonymous respondent to CW’s survey
claimed he became disillusioned with cycling after
experiencing powerful effects from prednisolone.
“For two to three years, I cycled competitively
in hill-climbs, taking regular victories and top-10s.
During the spring of 2015, I had severe hay fever and
was struggling with my breathing. My GP prescribed
a week’s course of prednisone [precursor to
prednisolone] tablets.
“On the last day of the week-long course, I was still
a little under the weather, but I distinctly remember
cycling up one hill into a headwind, smashing a PB
by a considerable margin. I could feel the increase
of power and remember thinking, ‘I am going so fast
and not even getting tired.’
“Unfortunately, the effect of the drug wore off after
a few days, and I considered going back to my GP to
get some more, but my moral compass kicked in,
so I didn’t. I probably would have got away with it — I
never once got tested. It made me wonder how many
people were doing it. I suspect this was one of the
reasons I quit cycling.”

95% No
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3 Which substances did they use?

Among those who admitted to doping,
wife. He told me it was due to steroid use,
16 said they had taken stimulants; nine
but he had no plans to stop; in fact, my
steroids; seven testosterone; six EPO; five
suggestion that he reconsider his steroid
corticosteroids; three Human Growth
use was met with aggression.”
Hormone; and 10 a type of substance not
The risks of doping are difficult to
listed. The numbers imply several riders
quantify — scant research has been
took more than one type of substance.
done. One of the greatest concerns is
In the BBC’s survey, eight per cent of
that substances are used without full
respondents said they had taken anabolic knowledge of the effects or safe dosages,
steroids while playing sport, including 14
and without clinical consultation. If
you are taking a drug potent enough
Hormoneper
3 cent of cyclists. Our survey suggests
a much lower prevalence of steroid use
to enhance your cycling performance,
in cycling, less than one per cent, though
without medical approval, you are taking
the widespread use of steroids in gyms
a very serious risk with your health.
must be taken seriously. Surely,
steroid use filters through from
16 Stimulants
gyms to other sports, and aside
10 Other
from the cheating implications, the
9 Steroids
possible side effects are numerous,
5 Corticosteroids
from acne, aggression and fertility
3 Human growth hormone
problems to life-threatening
7 Testosterone
conditions including stroke,
6 EPO
cancer and heart problems.
Dr Adam Abbs, an A&E GP in
Manchester, told CW: “I saw a
patient in A&E recently who was
suffering multiple side effects of
anabolic steroid use, including
excessive aggression towards his

6 Why do amateurs dope?
“There is a lack of data on safety and
substance misuse in sport,” confirms
pharmacist Dominic Osman-Allu.
“The side effects of steroids are well
documented, and there are obvious
risks from EPO: thickening of blood
from increased red blood cells, possibly
resulting in hypovolemia [decreased
volume of blood plasma], which presents
the risk of blood clots and hypertension.
And if that’s not scary enough, you might
want to consider that EPO is made using
Chinese hamster ovary cells!”
Another area of concern is unlicensed
laboratories supplying via
unregulated websites, as
UKAD’s Pat Myhill explains: “In
our work with law enforcement,
we’ve been into some of these
laboratories, and basically they
are run by amateur chemists in
conditions that are just awful —
unhygienic in the extreme.”
If you don’t understand the
substances you’re putting into
your body and/or can’t even
verify their ingredients, you’re
very clearly putting yourself
at risk.

4 Awareness of others doping
Among competitive amateur riders, 25 per cent said they personally know a cyclist
who has doped, including 17 per cent who personally know more than one. Of
course, it may be that a number of respondents were referring to the same doping
rider (or riders) — it doesn’t follow that 25 per cent are doping. Nonetheless, it is
another worrying indication. If one in four racing cyclists knows at least one doper,
then cheats can hardly be described as a rare species.
17% Yes, more than one
8% Yes, one person
75% No

5 Researching doping agents online
Nearly half of amateur racers (46 per
cent) said they had researched performance-enhancing drugs online. Of these
riders, three
per cent said
54% No
they had done
43% Yes,
so with a view
just out of
to purchasing;
the other 43 per curiosity
cent browsed
merely out of curiosity. It
may be entirely innocent,
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googling PEDs to investigate their effects
or risks, but we cannot ignore that the
internet has made banned substances far
more accessible.
“Naturally, curiosity
3% Yes,
is
the
first step,” says Dr
with a
Kavussanu. “People do not
view to
just one day wake up and
buying
decide to take a drug; they
go through a process, they
contemplate it, do some research
and eventually go through with it.”

Dr Abbs is concerned that amateurs
are being drawn into taking risks they do
not understand.
“The people who supply these drugs
in gyms and sports clubs generally have
no medical background. They gain their
knowledge from online chat rooms full of
falsehoods and pseudo-science.
“Many gyms have a doping subculture
where drug use is normalised, and
worryingly those on the fringe can be
drawn in — quite possibly, some cyclists.”

Reflecting on why
amateurs dope, almost
half of racers said the
biggest motivation was
the desire to win to gain
prestige and adulation.
Around one fifth said the
main reason was to rank
higher relative to rivals.
6%
20%
6%
19%
1%
48%
Twenty per cent said they
Don’t know Believe it is To combat To rank higher To win prize
To win for
didn’t know.
necessary to the effects of relative to
money
prestige
“Strongly associated
ageing
compete
rivals
with the temptation to
dope,” says Dr Kavussanu,
trump playing fair. “A very moral person, an
“is the winning-at-all-costs attitude among
ethical person who is committed to playing
racers — as opposed to taking part to push
by the rules is less likely to even research
themselves, improve their personal best or
these substances. They regard doping as
find out how good they are.”
cheating, full stop; the red line is clear.”
At what point does this obsession with
Interestingly, only one per cent of survey
winning overwhelm the moral principle of
respondents said that the biggest motivation
playing by the rules?
to dope was to win prize money. Indeed,
“We call this ego-orientation — feeling
among racers who admitted to doping, none
successful only in relation to others,
said they did so to win money. Amateurs, it
rather than because you’re the best you
seems, do not dope for cash.
can be. Simply, some people are obsessed
Among those who admitted to doping, 29
with winning and beating others. They
per cent said their main motivation to dope
define themselves by it and they would do
was to combat the effects of ageing. Could
anything to achieve it.”
it be that an urge to defy the years is the
Unlikely ever to dope, says Kavussanu,
principal factor among veterans who dope?
are those for whom winning could never

‘Doping epidemic?
I doubt it’
Former Commonwealth Games
cyclist Alistair Rutherford has
many years’ experience in
domestic racing. He believes only
a tiny minority are doping.
“Reflecting on recent positive
cases, I have concluded that
taking drugs to improve
performance doesn’t work. Have
those riders been prolific winners?
I think not. Dan Stevens was
struggling to get top-10s in some
local races at the time.
“In the BBC documentary that
reportedly inspired Gabriel Evans
to dope, the presenter took EPO
and ended up with a VO2 max of
63, which, without boasting, is
way off my 80 — even after taking
drugs, he wouldn’t be able to beat
me, and I’m clean. Going from
donkey to race horse is not reality.
“Is there an unspoken epidemic
of drug-taking in the UK cycling
scene? I do not think so. There
have been a handful of positive
tests in recent years, which
against the 7,000 British Cycling
members with race licences
is a really small percentage.
Ninety-nine per cent of these
members are hobby cyclists who
are aware that not having a pizza
and beer on a Thursday would
have a bigger impact on their
performance than taking some
random product from a stranger
with no ingredients list.
“The need to dope to get a
UK pro contract is not a driving
force either in 2017. The likes
of One Pro, Team Wiggins and
Bike Channel all have second-cat
riders in their team line-ups, so
clearly the need to win at all costs
isn’t a requirement.
“I believe cyclists have common
sense to understand that a
drug or random plant extract
claiming it will give them the
edge is not realistic. Add to that
the health risks, and it really
wouldn’t cross most people’s
minds to take drugs.”
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8 Should there be more testing
at amateur races?
9%
No
13%
Don’t know

Why would a non-racer dope?
One of the biggest shocks from the survey is that three
per cent of recreational/non-competitive riders said
they had doped. Of these, eight had used stimulants,
four steroids, three testosterone, three corticosteroids,
three Human Growth Hormone, and one EPO. The
biggest motivations were to rank higher among rivals
(26 per cent) and to offset the effects of ageing
(26 per cent) — but, without competitive goals, why?
Perhaps it’s a simple matter of vanity, in the same
way some gym-goers use steroids, related to image
and self-esteem.
One anonymous respondent describing himself as a
club cyclist and occasional TT racer, told us: “Before I
started cycling, I’d used steroids while weight training.
When I started cycling socially about 2.5 years ago, I did
my first course of Anavar [anabolic steroids]… and this
year I am again using [steroids].”
CW responded with the obvious question: why?
“I take the steroids to compete against my own
Strava times more than anything, but they do help me
keep up on the local club ride.”
Doesn’t it bother you, we asked, that you’re gaining
an unfair advantage?
“I understand why people would think that but I
barely place in the top 20 when I race, so the answer is
no. If I was competing for first place, that answer would
be different.”
The clean competitor who finishes behind him —
whether positioned 21st, mid-pack or even last — would
no doubt beg to differ.
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7 Are amateur dopers influenced by the pros?
Most cyclists are aware of doping
among pro riders, given the
numerous high-profile scandals. But
does such knowledge encourage
amateurs to dope? Fifty-seven per
cent of racer respondents said yes, it
does; 23 per cent said no.
“Moral disengagement is another
factor strongly linked to doping
intention,” says Kavussanu. “That
‘all the pros do it’ is asserted as
justification.”
At that point,
doping can begin
20%
to seem normal
Don’t know
or even necessary to compete.
The ‘role model’ you
were cheering suddenly becomes the
23%
anti-hero, as KaNo
vussanu explains:
“If you suspect a
high-profile rider is
doping, even if they
have not been caught,
you might morally
disengage, feel doping
is more acceptable and
justify it to yourself.”
Awareness of doping
among pro riders can
lead to the presumption

that, because it seems rife, the fight
against it is a losing battle — and
hey, if you can’t beat ’em, join ’em.
“Just because some professional
cyclists dope doesn’t mean all of
them do,” Kavussanu continues,
“but some amateurs leap to the
conclusion, ‘If everyone does it,
there can’t be anything
wrong with it.’
We have seen
a strong
relationship
between
distorting
reality in
this way and
deciding to dope.”
Another way in
which doping riders
shield themselves from
reality, says Kavussanu,
is by using euphemisms.
“For example, a doping
cyclist will say, ‘EPO is like
altitude training’ — they
give it a different name so
it doesn’t sound as bad.
In a similar way, some
bodybuilders use the term
‘juice’. Using a different
name makes it sound less
shameful or less illegal.”

57%
Yes

78%
Yes

Anti-doping tests at amateur bike
races are few and far between.
The uncomfortable truth is that
dopers in amateur races, unless
they arouse suspicion, are likely
to get away with it. So, should
there be more testing? The
overwhelming majority (78 per
cent) of racer respondents in our
survey said yes.
So why isn’t it happening? We
asked UKAD’s Pat Myhill.
“We obviously have very
limited resources... Fundamentally
our programme is intelligence-led
and risk-based.”
Myhill admits, “Amateur events
are the poor relation in this, but
there’s only so much we can do.
That’s not to say that we don’t
test at amateur level… [but] very
much on an intelligence-led basis.”
What would it take to improve
prevention at amateur level?
“The responsibility sits with
national governing bodies
[NGBs] — they’re the ones who
know their membership and
can go face-to-face to provide
information and education
to their athletes. We would
encourage all NGBs, not just in
cycling, to do more. Could there
be more investment? Yes... the

reality is, testing is expensive,
but the sports themselves could
do much more to help.”
One governing body that does
invest in anti-doping is Cycling
Time Trials (CTT), whose national
secretary Nick Sharpe told us:
“CTT’s income is approximately
£500,000 per year, raised in the
main from levies [£2 per rider per
event]. The budget for anti-doping
testing last year was £40,000 —
nine per cent of income, so it’s a
significant proportion.”
That £40k funded 72 tests on
riders chosen at random at CTT
events last year, resulting in one
positive. Testing is an expensive
business, as Sharpe explained:
“The standard test [for steroids,
testosterone, stimulants, etc] is
approximately £500. Testing for
EPO or Human Growth Hormone
costs an additional £120-150...
Analysis of all samples taken in
2017 will include a test for EPO.”
Considering the wide support
among riders for more testing,
would the CTT consider raising
the levy to fund more tests?
“I’m not going to be drawn on
that,” said Sharpe. “I know how
contentious the levy is... and
there are no plans to increase it.”

If you have witnessed doping in sport or have suspicions or concerns
related to doping, contact UKAD on 08000 32 23 32.

‘Whistleblowers need
more support’
Amateur racer Dan Stevens, banned in 2014 for failing
to provide a sample, tipped off authorities about the
doctor who supplied him. Reflecting on his experiences,
he says whistleblowers are being let down
“My own experience of doping was in part accidental. I had
a genuine hormone deficiency that led me to make contact
with specialist doctor Mark Bonar.
“When he offered me EPO, initially I was stunned, but he
claimed to be working with a number of elite athletes. After
first declining the offer, I was further pressured into trying
it and eventually succumbed. I was curious to see how
powerful EPO could be.
“The gains I saw were absolutely unbelievable. I
remember returning from training rides in disbelief.
Before, my 20-minute threshold power at 78kg was around
340 watts. After three months, I was able to ride at around
410 watts for over one hour and weighed 71kg, recovering
from hard workouts literally overnight. I do not believe two
equally talented athletes could compete at the same level
if one was using EPO.
“The authorities claim to encourage whistleblowers, but
that was not my impression. When I tipped off UKAD about
Dr Bonar, they seemed to have absolutely no interest in
investigating, and I was forced to go to the Sunday Times.
“In relation to other intelligence I provided, UKAD tweeted
advance notice prior to attending an event to conduct
testing. Another concern is that UKAD target-tested a whole
cycling team at an event organised by that team — without
doubt, the team received advance notice of the testing.
“Athletes — amateurs as well as pros — should be able to
believe in clean sport but, based on my experience, I do not
believe anti-doping authorities can offer this assurance.”
Pat Myhill, UKAD director of operations, responds:
“UKAD’s investigation into Dr Bonar was
subject to independent review in 2016 and the
recommendations following the review
were accepted.
“As we do not have law enforcement powers, we need to
use innovative ways to detect doping. One of those tactics,
approved by WADA, is to declare an intention to test in
advance of an event (despite having no actual intention to
conduct testing at that event) and then see if there is any
suspicious behaviour — such as who might have dropped
out of the event.
“We are not able to turn up at events without prior warning,
as we simply do not have the powers or security clearance to
do this. However, our engagement with events are only with
the organisers and purely relate to the logistics of doping
control and not about testing plans; these are not shared with
the event organiser or the national governing body.
“We have one of the most stringent anti-doping regimes
in the world and are working hard so that the public can
have confidence in clean sport in the UK.”
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